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COCONet EAR 1042906/9 Quarterly Report 
June 2014 - August 2014 (FY2014-Q4) 
 
SUMMARY 
This quarterly report covers COCONet project (EAR-1042906/EAR-1042909) activities for the 
time period from June 1, 2014 to August 31, 2014.  COCONet is a Collaborative Research 
project between UNAVCO (EAR-1042906) and University Corporation for Atmospheric 
Research (UCAR) (EAR-1042909) awarded on September 14, 2010. The project is under the 
direction of M. Meghan Miller, as PI, with Co-PIs, Karl Feaux, Glen Mattioli, and Guoquan 
Wang. Dr. Glen Mattioli is acting as Project Director in his role as Director of Geodetic 
Infrastructure at UNAVCO and Dr. John Braun is the UCAR PI. 
 

 
   

Figure 1.  The current COCONet siting plan. Yellow dots represent the 61 completed COCONet 
stations (new and refurbished) and red dots represent the 16 remaining planned stations (new and 
refurbished). The white stars represent the proposed tide gauge locations (with 2 additional GPS sites 
per location).  The existing “contributing” GPS stations (n=61+), which either already or are soon to be 
delivering data to the COCONet archive, are not shown in this map. 
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To date, UNAVCO engineering personnel have performed site reconnaissance at 83 locations, 
submitted land use permits for 77 sites, received permits for 75 sites, and currently have 61 
stations installed (Figure 1, yellow dots).   
 
Key accomplishments in the last quarter were the installation of the COCONet station on Swan 
Island, Honduras (See Field Highlight below) and the execution of an agreement for the 
installation of the first tide gauge station at Port Royal, Jamaica (See Tide Gauge Station 
Update).  
 
 
FIELD HIGHLIGHT:   
The installation of CN18 on Swan Island in Honduras was one of the most challenging stations 
for COCONet to date.  Swan Island is a military outpost for the Honduran Navy. It is located 
approximately 165 miles off the coast of Honduras, on the edge of the Cayman Trough. The 
instrumentation on Swan Island will provide a rare opportunity to collect atmospheric and 
geodetic data in this part of the Caribbean.   
 
UNAVCO personnel worked closely with the Universidad Polytechnic de Ingenieria de 
Honduras (UPI), Instituto Geografico Nacional de Honduras (IGN), and the Honduran Navy.  
UPI collaboration was instrumental with logistics.  During the installation, two UPI students 
participated in the installation. The IGN coordinated customs clearance of the equipment, while 
the Honduran Navy shipped the equipment to Swan Island. 
  
After three arduous days of overwhelming heat, torrential rain, and bugs, the COCONet field 
engineering team was able to complete the successful installation of CN18.  Most of the 
construction was done at night with the use of spotlights. UPI engineering students Nancy 
Mazarigos and Marissa Garcia assisted UNAVCO engineers John Sandru and Michael Fend 
throughout the entire installation process.  Due to the remoteness and hostile weather, safety 
was a big concern during the installation. The team was able to successfully complete the site 
by working at night in cooler conditions and by implementing other safe work practices.   
 

 
 Figure 2.  Completed station CN18 on Swan Island, Honduras. 
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OPERATIONS SUMMARY 
A number of planning, operational, and logistical tasks were completed during the last quarter 
including: 
 
New stations installed:  

• CN18 – Swan Island, Honduras 
 

Stations refurbished or upgraded: 
• None 

 
Maintenance trips: 

• CN21 – San Lorenzo, Honduras: Installed cellular modem to get station back online. 
• ROA0 – Honduras: Installed cellular modem to get station back online. 
• CN45- Trinidad: Installed cellular modem to get station back online. 
• CN25 – Mexico: Installed cellular modem to get station back online. 
• CN19 – Aruba: Installed cellular modem to get station back online. 
• CN22 – Nicaragua: New radio modems sent to collaborator, working on replacing old 

radios. 
 
 

Work planned for FY2015-Q1 includes: 
• Venezuela – Begin installation of 6 cGPS-met stations 
• Sombrero Island, Anguilla – Installation of new cGPS-met station 
• Antigua – Installation of CN01 and upgrade of BGGY station 
• Mexico – Recon for two new cGPS-met sites in the Gulf of Mexico 
• Dominica – Installation of CN48 

 
Additional details related to COCONet field activities this quarter may be found in Table 1 
below. 

 Cumulative Since Previous 
Quarter 

Details From Current Quarter 

Station Recons 83 4 All recons completed, except for 
two Gulf of Mexico stations. 

Permits 
Submitted 

77 2 Remaining: 2 Gulf of Mexico 
stations, 3 tide gauge stations 
(x2 GPS/station) 

Permits 
Accepted 

75 2  

Stations 
Installed     
New / 

42 new 
19 refurbished 

1 new  
0 refurbished New:  CN18 (Swan Island), 

Refurbished: None 
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Table 1.  COCONet Status: Tasks completed to date and in FY2014-Q4. 
 
 
TIDE GAUGE NETWORK 
UNAVCO engineers have tested and configured all equipment for the new GPS constrained 
tide gauge installation at Port Royal, Jamaica.  Equipment has been shipped and now is in 
country; this installation is scheduled for late October 2014. 
 
Equipment for the GPS upgrade to the existing tide station in Bocas del Toro, Panama has 
shipped and is scheduled to arrive on site by November 2014.  This GPS upgrade is tentatively 
scheduled for installation by the end of 2014, and will be in coordination with the host 
institution, the Smithsonian Institution.   
 
Further construction at Puerto Morelos, Mexico is on hold pending approval from 
UNAM.   UNAVCO engineers are working with our UNAM partners to determine the type of 
instrumentation that is currently operational at that location.   
 
Two UNAVCO employees will attend the workshop, “Fourth Training Course for Operators of 
Sea Level Stations in the Caribbean and Adjacent Regions,” in Mayagüez, Puerto Rico, in 
early November 2014.  This course is funded by UNESCO’s Intergovernmental Oceanographic 
Commission and hosted by the Puerto Rican Seismic Network. 
 
 
DATA SUMMARY 
The Port-of-Spain, Trinidad planning meeting resulted in 50 target locations for new stations, 
15 targets for refurbished stations, and at least 61 existing stations for integration into the 
COCONet network.  After a number of changes approved by the COCONet Siting Committee 
and COCONet Working Group (see http://coconet.unavco.org/project-management/project-
management.html), the current siting plan calls for 54 new stations, 8 new stations associated 
with tide gauge installations, 23 refurbished stations, and at least 61 existing stations to be 
incorporated into the COCONet data archive.  The COCONet data plan also calls for at least 
10 stations to provide high-rate, low-latency (1 Hz, <1 ms) or real-time GPS data streams.  
 
UNAVCO currently archives 109 designated COCONet  cGPS stations. The stations are new, 
refurbished or contributing stations from other networks.  During this reporting period, 81% of 
the stations delivered data to the archive.   Additionally, there are currently 35 COCONet 
stations delivering high-rate, low-latency (1 Hz, < 2 s) data streams in real-time via the 
Networked Transport of RTCM via Internet Protocol (NTRIP).    This exceeds a project goal 
outlined in the original proposal.    
 

Refurbished 
Maintenance 
Visits 

39 6 CN21, ROA0, CN45, CN25, 
CN19, CN22 (by local 
collaborators) 
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BUDGET AND SCHEDULE 
While the project has been running slightly behind the schedule for station installations (based 
on the August 2012 rebaseline), the original installation goal for COCONet (50 stations) has 
been met (Figure 3).  Additional time will be needed, however, to meet the new goals of 62 
new cGNSS-met stations (54 plus 8 related to tide gauge installations) and 23 refurbished 
stations.  By the end of FY2015, all stations will be installed and operational.     In FY2014-Q4, 
there were delays in finalizing the shipping arrangements for Venezuela, so there was only one 
new station installed, significantly fewer than the plan for Q4.  Despite the delays, however, 
progress made in advancing the tide gauge station logistics and planning.  The projection for 
the next quarter is to install or upgrade at least 5 new/refurbished stations.  The current 
construction estimate for the end of FY2014 will be 66 new/refurbished stations, including 1 
tide gauge station in Port Royal, Jamaica.   
 
Including open commitments, the COCONet expenditures are now over $4.8M through the end 
of August 2014, giving the project a slight budget under run to date.  The cost variance (7.2%) 
is consistent with the schedule variance.  With most of the site permits obtained, the riskiest 
part of the construction project is now coming to an end.  Station installations are expected to 
continue into FY2015, but by then, COCONet management will be able to focus on Venezuela, 
including Aves Island, along with the tide gauge installations. 

 Figure 3.  COCONet Installations: Plan (blue line) vs. Actual (green line). 
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EDUCATION, OUTREACH, AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
The COCONet project continues to expand and advance outreach activities and regional 
capacity building to achieve the objectives of the project and ensure the broader impacts to 
science and society. 
 
COCONet Fellows: New and Renewing 
The original COCONet Graduate Fellowship awards were made in late summer 2013 and 
announced at the AGU Geodesy Section meeting in December 2014. UNAVCO and the UCAR 
are pleased to announce four new recipients of the COCONet Graduate Fellowship awards 
and five renewing second-year recipients for 2014.  
 
The four new COCONet Fellows for 2014-2015 are: 
Hans Lechner – a doctoral graduate student in geology at Michigan Technological University. 
He has a Bachelor’s degree in geography from Humboldt State University and a Masters 
degree in geology from Michigan Technological University. His research is focused on 
understanding ground deformation at Pacaya Volcano, Guatemala using GPS and other tools. 
Hans will model the magma reservoir structure using this data to inform volcano dynamics and 
eruption warnings for public safety. Hans served in the Peace Corps in El Salvador and 
Jamaica before pursuing an advanced degree. 
 
Andria Ellis - a doctoral graduate student in geophysics at the University of Wisconsin, 
Madison. She has a Bachelor’s degree in civil engineering from the University of the Pacific. 
Her research is focused on understanding plate deformation using GPS measurements, at the 
western edge of the Caribbean plate, where the Motagua-Polochic fault system, the Middle 
America subduction zone and other faults have caused destructive earthquakes and volcanic 
eruptions. She has had valuable geotechnical internships and was a teacher/mentor for a 
middle school geoscience experience for girls project. 
 
Teddy Allen - a doctoral graduate student in meteorology at the University of Miami. He has a 
Bachelor’s degree in physical geography from the University of California, Santa Barbara and 
a Masters degree in geography from East Carolina University. His research is focused on 
understanding the origins of the bimodal rainfall signal in the Caribbean and the onset of the 
related mid-summer drought. He is a volunteer for the International Environmental Data 
Rescue Organization and has led workshops on climate data rescue and analysis in Dominica 
and Jamaica. 
 
Vanshan Wright - a graduate student in Geophysics at Southern Methodist University, Dallas. 
He has a Bachelor’s degree in Geology from Calvin College. In his research, Vanshan uses a 
combination of GPS data, seismic reflection profiles and gravity cores to understand the 
neotectonic and paleoseismic history of Jamaica. As a native of Jamaica, Vanshan is familiar 
with the environment and his work will help prepare residents for future earthquakes in 
Jamaica. 
 
COCONet is renewing support for a second year for five graduate student fellowships for 
academic year 2014-2015. Roby Douilly, a doctoral student in geophysics at Purdue, Steeve 
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Symithe, a doctoral student in geophysics at Purdue, Halldor Geirsson, a doctoral student in 
geophysics at Pennsylvania State University, Esteban Chavez, a doctoral student in 
seismology at University of California, Santa Cruz and Ophelia George, a doctoral student in 
geology at the University of South Florida.  
 
The renewing fellows submitted annual reports highlighting their research progress over the 
first year of their fellowships (2013-2014). Geirsson helped to install GPS stations in 
Nicaragua, completed work and submitted a paper with his co-researchers on the Mw7.3 2012 
El Salvador earthquake and is finishing analysis and manuscript preparation about the Mw6.1 
2014 Nicaragua earthquake. Douilly continued analysis and modeling of the Mw7.0 2010 Haiti 
earthquake, while continuing his geophysical training at Purdue and Ecole Normale 
Superieure. Symithe finished some analysis of block motions and strain accumulation on 
active faults in the Caribbean and has submitted a manuscript with his co-researchers at 
Purdue, Ecole Normale Superieure and the University of the West Indies. George acquired 
and assessed eruptive history data for volcanic hazards on the island of Dominica, acquired 
and began processing ALOS InSAR data acquired over the island from 2006-2011 and 
presented an initial assessment of volcanic hazards in Dominica at the Seismological Society 
of America 2014 Annual Meeting. 
 
 
Regional Data Centers 
Progress has been made this quarter on completing the formal agreements between UNAVCO 
and the regional data center host institutions, which were awarded and announced in 
November 2013. The agreement is compete for SGC in Colombia for the Regional Data 
Center to be hosted there; the agreement is also complete for the Regional Mirror to be hosted 
at CIMH in Barbados. The final signing of the agreement with INETER in Nicaragua where the 
second Regional Mirror will be hosted is expected soon. Planning for a training session for 
representatives of the host institutions, scheduled to take place in Boulder in December 2014, 
is underway. 
 
In preparation for the purchase of Regional Data Center server hardware, UNAVCO’s systems 
administration team updated the quote for the Dell system that was specified after the planning 
teleconferences with the three data center hosts in January 2014. Three systems were 
purchased that are intended for delivery to CIMH, INETER, and SGC; a fourth system intended 
to be kept in-house in order to have an identical system for development, testing and support, 
was also purchased. Systems administration and software staff have configured the operating 
system (LINUX CentOS) and the required off-the-shelf software (Java, Python, MySQL, FTP, 
Apache, Tomcat) on the development and testing server, working out several issues with the 
operating system and software versions so that all will be compatible with the data center 
software. Once all of the data center software is complete and tested, all of the steps of 
installation and configuration will be completed with the three servers that will be delivered to 
the data centers. 
 
The systems software development for the database, GSAC, and data management software 
components supporting the Regional Mirror data center is in the final testing stages. 
Documentation has also been drafted. The additional system components for the Regional 
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Data Center are very close to complete for the required functionality with full testing to begin 
soon and documentation in progress. 
 
 
UCAR UPDATE 
The UCAR/COSMIC program is participating in COCONet under support from NSF grant 
(EAR-1042909). UCAR/COSMIC produces continuous estimates of atmospheric precipitable 
water vapor (PW) using a heterogeneous network of GNSS stations, including those stations 
that are part of COCONet. These data are produced and distributed through the Suominet 
(www.suominet.ucar.edu) web portal as well as with the local data management (LDM) 
system.  As of September 30, 2014, UCAR/COSMIC is attempting to analyze data from more 
than 70 stations within the Caribbean and Bahamas to support near real-time activities. In 
addition to the near real-time analysis of data, UCAR/COSMIC has also begun a reprocessing 
of all available GPS data within the COCONet domain for atmospheric applications. This 
reprocessing utilizes products from the Center for Orbit Determination in Europe (CODE) that 
have been recently submitted to the International GNSS Service (IGS) 2nd reprocessing effort. 
UCAR/COSMIC has utilized these CODE products to produce satellite clock estimates at 30 
seconds intervals. These clocks allow for an efficient re-analysis of all data collected within the 
COCONet domain. The reprocessing will begin in 2007 and include data from more than 100 
cGPS stations operating in the region. UCAR will derive both Zenith Total Delay (ZTD) and PW 
from these stations. 
  
UCAR/COSMIC continues to pursue a mechanism to deliver COCONet data to the Global 
Telecommunications System (GTS). An open ticket within the National Weather Service (NWS) 
Telecommunications Operations Center (TOC) has been created to push COCONet surface 
observations from the WXT-520 surface meteorology instruments onto the GTS. An initial 
exchange of data, in XML format, was not suitable for use within NWS TOC. UCAR is now 
rewriting the data products to comply within the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) 
Bulletin format. NOAA/NWS is expecting an updated data product by the end of October.  
 
Teddy Allen, a COCONet Graduate Fellow from the University of Miami, visited UCAR in 
September 2014 to become familiar with the atmospheric data products available from the 
project. Upon completion of his visit, Teddy was able to incorporate both the GPS derived PW 
as well as the surface meteorology observations into his study of factors that influence the mid-
summer drought within the Caribbean. 
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In collaboration with Dr. Glen Mattioli and UNAVCO, UCAR/COSMIC (John Braun) and 
UNAVCO (Glen Mattioli) jointly sponsored Josh Russell, a RESESS student from the 
University of Missouri, during the summer of 2014. Josh investigated the use of GPS signals to 
detect volcanic plumes through the analysis of attenuated Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)  

Figure 4: Left panel. SNR residuals for station MVO1 (see map), the station farthest from the dome that recorded 
GPS data during the 2003 dome collapse. The dome is labeled as SHV and marked with a red cross. Peak 
seismicity is marked by the black line at approximately 3:35 UTC. Right panel: cGPS site locations, which are part 
of the CALIPSO network (Mattioli et al., 2004) on Montserrat (map modified from Mattioli et al., 2010). 
 
observations during the 2003 Soufrière Hills Volcano (SHV) massive dome collapse. The 
results of Josh’s initial work are encouraging (see Figure 4), and Josh is now preparing his 
manuscript for publication and will be presenting his research at the GSA Annual Meeting in 
Vancouver, BC (Russell et al., 2014).   
 
Two manuscripts were accepted for publication in the last quarter. The first, Anthes et al. 
(2014), summarizes the events leading to the installation of a COCONet station in Cuba, and 
the related collaboration of U.S. and Cuban scientists. The second manuscript by Villamil et al. 
(2014), investigates the key atmospheric features of thermal circulations in Mayaguez, Puerto 
Rico.  
 
References: 
Anthes, R., A. Robock, J. C. Antuna, O. Garcia, J. J. Braun, and R. E. Arrendondo: 
Cooperation on GPS-Meterology between the Untied States and Cuba, Bulletin of the 
American Meterological Society, In Publication, 2014.  
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Using GPS signal to noise ratio (SNR) observations to detect and characterize the  
volcanic plume associated with the 2003 Soufrière Hills Volcano dome collapse   

*Contact: jbrhy4@mail.missouri.edu 
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•  Medina,(R,(J.(Braun,(G.(Maholi((2013),(Op#miza#on(of(Kinema#c(GPS(Data(Analysis(for(Large(Surface(Deforma#on(Signals(from(the(July(2003(Dome(Collapse(at(

Soufrière(Hills(Volcano,(Montserrat,(GSA(2013((
•  Na#onal(Weather(Associa#on:(h2p://www.nwas.org/commi2ees/rs/volcano/ash.htm(
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HERM*Observa)ons:*
•  Largest(a2enua#on((K15(dBK

Hz).(
•  Plume(signal(begins(on(12(

July(and(con#nues(through(
15(July.(

•  Posi#ve(SNR(residuals.(

SOUF*Observa)ons:*
•  A2enua#on(only(during(

the(main(dome(collapse(
on(13(July.(
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Plume((
Signal(

TROPOSPHERIC*DATA*
•  ZWD*spike*correlates*with*plume*signal:(Suggests(a(significant(delay(

caused(by(the(volcanic(plume.(
GEOMETRIC*ANALYSIS*
•  Es)mates*of*Plume*eleva)on*lower*than*expected:(Maximum(plume(

height(cannot(be(sufficiently(constrained(using(a(single(satellite(track.*

Rarely(is(GPS(used(as(a(tool(for(studying(volcanic(plumes.(However,(we(successfully(
use(GPS(SNR(to(detect(the(SHV(plume(and(provide(first(order(constraints(on(its(
movement(that(are(consistent(with(GOES(satellite(image(observa#ons.(The(peak(
SNR(a2enua#on(observed(here(is(larger(in(magnitude(and(longer(in(dura#on(than(
found(in(a(previous(study.(We(show(that(SNR(is(useful(for(iden#fying(plume(signal(
buried(within(tropospheric(delay(data,(though(addi#onal(work(is(needed(in(order(
to(separate(and(quan#fy(the(plume(delay.(Analysis(of(sta#onKplume(geometry(
yields(a(plume(eleva#on(lower(than(expected.(Resolu#on(was(poor(due(to(limited(
satellite(coverage(at(the(#me(of(collapse(and(addi#onal(satellite(tracks(would(be(
required(to(resolve(the(maximum(eleva#on(of(the(plume.(
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SIGNAL*ATTENUATION:*
GPS(signals(have(been(shown(to(
a2enuate(when(passing(through(volcanic(
plumes((Larson,(2013).(This(a2enua#on(
can(be(detected(through(the(analysis(of(
Signal(to(Noise(Ra#o((SNR)(observa#ons.(

•  Remove(data(for(satellite(eleva#ons(<25°(to(avoid(noisy(mul#path(
reflec#ons.(

•  Determine(nominal(performance(of(each(satelliteKreceiver(pair(by(
averaging(over(2°(bins(of(eleva#on(and(azimuth(for(a(series(of(days(
when(no(plume(is(present.(Addi#onally,(compute(the(standard(
devia#on(about(the(mean(SNR.(

•  Compute(SNR(residuals(by(subtrac#ng(the(mean(SNR(from(the(observed(
data.((

•  Use(a(threshold(detec#on(of(4(standard(devia#ons(below(the(mean(

Geometric*Analysis*

tan(θ)=h/r

Plume*Height:*
a)  3K3.5(km(
b)  9K11(km(

SOUF(
eleva#on:
~425m(

θ(

SHV(MVO1( SOUF(

rSHV(

rMVO1(

hMVO1(

hSHV(

a)(
(

b)(
(

Figure*9:*Schema#c(illustra#ng(sta#onKplume(geometry(for:(a)(plume(above(SHV,(b)(plume(above(MVO1.((
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Figure S.1 Montserrat GPS site location map.  Insert map shows location of Montserrat relative to other islands in the
northeastern Caribbean.  Sites are superimposed on digital elevation map created from GTOPO30 data.  The approximate
location of the vent and center of mass of andesite domes of Soufriere Hills Volcano is marked as a red cross labeled SHV. 
GPS sites are coded by type, with campaign sites shown as blue diamonds with yellow outlines.  These sites were 
abandoned after NOV 1999. Nearly all observations were made with Trimble 4000SSi receivers and choke-ring antennae.
Continuous sites are shown as upright or inverted triangles and are color coded based on receiver type and 
agency/project under which they were originally installed.  All sites deployed choke ring antennae unless otherwise noted.
Upright yellow triangles (HERM, MVO1, WTYD) and upright yellow triangle (REID) with red border were installed by UPRM 
with NASA funding in mid-1996 and were rehabilitated in early 1998. All sites deployed Trimble 4000SSi receivers. 
REID was destroyed in late 1997 and never rehabilitated.  Inverted blue triangles with red borders (SOUF, SPRI) were 
installed 1999 by the MVO/BGS and deployed Leica MC1000 receivers.  HARR was originally a campaign site, which later
became a semi-continuous site, with a Leica MC1000/AT302 receiver/antenna combination.  In NOV 2000, a new 
monument was built and a choke-ring antenna installed (see text, Figs. S.2 and Table S.2 for additional details). Both 
 WTYD and HARR receivers were replaced with Ashtech micro-Z receivers in late 2003 and 2004, respectfully, and SPRI
was replaced with a Trimble 4000SSi in 2004. The upright red triangles (AIRS, GERD, OLVN, TRNT) were sites installed in 
2003 by UARK with NSF/CALIPSO funding.  Initally, all sites deployed Ashtech micro-Zs.  All four sites were upgraded 
to Trimble NetRS receivers in early 2007. See Table S.1 for additional details.
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Villamil, G., R. Meiszberg, J. S. Haase, K.-H. Min, M. Jury,  J. J. Braun, Topographic – thermal 
circulations and associated GPS-measured moisture variability at Mayaguez, Puerto Rico, 
Earth Interactions, In Publication, 2014. 
 
 
COCONET-RELATED PUBLICATIONS  
Antuna-Marrero, J. C., M. M. Miller, G. Mattioli, K. Feaux, R. Anthes, J. Braun, G. Wang, A. 
Robock, 2014, Partnering with Cuba: Weather Extremes, Letter to the Editor, Science, 18 July 
2014, Vol. 345, Issue 6194, 278. 
 
PROJECT CONCERNS 
Venezuela:  Delays in station installations in Venezuela.   Risk mitigation: COCONet 
management will monitor the safety concerns in Venezuela and will train locals to do 
installations, if necessary.   With equipment now in country, there will be a focus in early 
FY2015 on completing these installations. 
 
Tide Gauge Installations:  Communication with local collaborators is sometimes difficult and 
slow.  Risk mitigation:  Selected UNAVCO staff will attend the Tide Gauge Operators training 
at the University of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez.  This will provide an opportunity for face-to-face 
communications with the key tide gauge stakeholders.  The plan is to focus on this component 
of the project moving into FY2015. 
 
 


